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Symbiosis of different-sized drops
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We demonstrate that the usual situation of coarsening in crystal growth or Ostwald ripening in evaporating
liquid drops is not universal, and when the drops coexist with a microscopically thin continuous surface film,
a different behavior is observed. The predicted behavior was investigated experimentally and supported by
numerical simulations.
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INTRODUCTION

An ensemble of volatile liquid drops is generally in u
stable equilibrium with its vapor because of the Gibb
Thomson effect. Just above the equilibrium vapor press
over a flat surface, large drops grow at the expense of sm
ones, whereas below it all drops evaporate, the sma
drops fastest. The same is true of drops in contact with va
on a partially wetted substrate of given contact angle. Ho
ever, we have noticed that an array of variously sized wa
drops on a clean mica substrate behaves differently@1#;
above the equilibrium vapor pressure the mica is comple
wet, whereas below it the largest drops evaporate fastest
an approximately stable drop distribution is attained with
slowly decreasing scale parameter. We attribute this beha
to an interaction between the surface and the fluid involv
two antagonistic forces, which predicts complete wetting
der saturated vapor pressure, but an equilibrium betw
macroscopic drops and a very thin continuous layer of wa
covering the substrate under subsaturated conditions. M
surements of the two film thicknesses and the transition
gion between them are presented. In this case the concep
contact line and angle are not really valid. Since the fi
thickness is found to vary smoothly and continuously b
tween the two thicknesses there is no substrate-liquid-va
coexistence line. The interpretation is borne out by sim
measurements of drop radii and their rate of change and
by computer simulations.

THEORY

A cleaved mica surface is known to be wetted by wat
under saturated vapor pressure, a uniform macroscopic
thick film of water covers the surface completely. As th
water evaporates, it breaks up into interesting patterns w
were predicted theoretically by Cazabat@2# and Brochard-
Wyart @3#, and have been demonstrated experimentally
resulting from antagonistic van der Waals and polar surf
forces between the water and the substrate@4,5#. It was
shown that under unsaturated conditions, a thermodyna
potential involving the film thickness analagous to the Gib
free energy can be defined for such a system. For a rang
surface force parameters, this potential has minima at
different film thicknesses. One minimum corresponds to
molecularly thin film and the second to a macroscopica
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thick film. Phase equilibrium between the two films is sim
lar to that between liquid and solid, for example, and a fir
order phase transition between them occurs. When a fi
thickness evolution equation is written down for such
system, it approximates at different rates of evaporation
diffusion-limited solidification or viscous fingering@5#. In-
deed, the dendritelike patterns which develop during eva
ration were shown to be remarkably similar to those cal
lated for solidification in an isotropic two-dimension
system@6–8#.

After a long time, the quasiequilibrium state consists of
array of drops of widely differing sizes~Fig. 1!. Following
this, one would then expect coarsening to occur, in which
larger drops grow at the expense of the smaller ones@9#, or
cooperative evaporation@10#, in which larger drops acquire
fluid from smaller ones through vapor transport. This w
indeed observed during evaporation from a nonwetted s
strate by McHaleet al. @11#, but does not happen in this cas
Instead, we have observed that all the drops continue
evaporate together, and the smaller ones even evapo
more slowly than the large ones. This contrasts with the
havior of a drop array on a partially wetted surface with

FIG. 1. An array of water drops of widely differing sizes on
mica substrate, photographed using interference contrast. The
dark ring appears at a thickness of 111 nm.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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defined contact angle, in which case a drop with a sma
radius of contact with the substrate~which we shall call its
‘‘projection radius’’! has a larger curvature, and therefo
must evaporate faster due to the Gibbs-Thomson contr
tion to its vapor pressure. We attribute the observed beha
to the continuous film of molecular thickness on the m
surface, which connects the drops.

In order to emphasize the difference between the beha
of a drop assembly on a dry surface~which behaves similarly
to a collection of three-dimensional drops coexisting w
vapor! and the present situation, we first show the way
which the former assembly evaporates. A drop with proj
tion radiusr is the cap of a sphere having radius of curvatu
R5r /sinu, whereu is the contact angle. The rate of evap
ration of a drop can be assumed to be proportional to
difference between the vapor chemical potentialmvap
5kT ln(p/ps), and that of the drop,mdrop5m liq12r21g/R,
whereg is the liquid-vapor surface tension,r is the density
of particles in the liquid phase,p is the vapor pressure, an
ps is its saturated value. At the liquid-vapor equilibrium (p
5ps) we definem liq5mvap50, so that drops of any finite
radius evaporate, sincemdrop.mvap. At slightly higher pres-
sure, wheremvap is positive, small drops with smallR evapo-
rate, whereas larger drops with largeR grow. Thus the large
drops swallow up the small ones, and coarsening occurs~Fig.
2!.

The excess Gibbs free energy per unit area betwee
polar fluid and a polar substrate has been described sche
cally by de Gennes@12# and an explicit formula has bee
given by Sharma and Jameel@4# based on experimental da
by Israelachvili@13# as

g~h!5SLW/h21SP exp@~d02h!/ l #, ~1!

where SLW and SP are spreading pressures due to van
Waals and polar interactions,l is a screening length, andd0

FIG. 2. The rate of evaporation of an isolated drop~negative
rate of change of radius of curvature! as a function of its radius for
three cases:~a! pvap,psat, ~b! pvap5psat, ~c! pvap.psat. In ~a! and
~b! all drops evaporate; in~c! small drops evaporate and large dro
grow.
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the molecular diameter. Figure 3 showsmfilm5r21dg/dh as
a function ofh for typical values of the interaction param
eters@4#. Three-phase equilibrium between two films and t
vapor is determined by a Maxwell construction on them(h)
diagram.

Now, consider the situation when the thick regions ha
shrunk to drops, connected by the thin film. The dro
whose free surface is far from the substrate, have exc
chemical potentialr212g/R. For equilibrium with the con-
tinuous thin film, it follows thatR must be the same for al
the drops, independent of their projection radii. This wou
seem to imply a contact angle increasing with the project
radius, which is at odds with the usual concept of a cons
contact angle. But because the film is continuous, the m
ing between liquid, vapor and substrate which defines
edge of a drop is not present, and so a contact angle is
defined in the conventional manner. Sharma, in simulati
for such problems@14,15#, defines the contact angle as th
largest slope in the drop profile near the substrate, and ind
found that the angles defined in this way for drops incre
monotonically with the drop volume.

What happens when a drop evaporates? Water evapo
from the spherical cap of curvature radiusR and the volume
is compensated by contraction of the projection radius
balance of volumes gives a contraction velocityv5
2dr/dt,

2prv~h22h1!52gr21apr 2/R, ~2!

in which a is the rate of evaporation per difference in chem
cal potential between the bulk and the vapor. It is import
to emphasize that there is no evaporation at the edge bec
its profile is in equilibrium with the unsaturated vapor. R
membering thatR is the same for all the drops, one immed
ately sees thatdr/dt is proportional to2r .

FIG. 3. The chemical potentialr21dg/dh as a function of film
thicknessh, according to Eq.~1!. The values of the spreading co
efficients are from Ref.@4#. The dashed line shows the Maxwe
construction, at which the thick and thin films are in equilibrium
1-2
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EXPERIMENTS

Measurements of the drop diameters and radii of cur
ture as a function of time were made on video recordings
interference micrograms~e.g., Fig. 1! of drops. The experi-
ments were carried out at 0 °C in a system~Fig. 4! evacuated
to a high vacuum, into which water vapor could be intr
duced by evaporation from a separate chamber contai
distilled water@17#. The temperatureT of the copper experi-
mental cell is controlled by an arrangement of thermoelec
coolers. The mica sample under investigation is attached
thin layer of high-vacuum black wax to a copper pedesta
the form of a ring, so that part of the mica is free standi
The sample and pedestal temperatureTs is controlled inde-
pendently by an additional thermoelectric cooler. IfTs,T,
water vapor condenses from the cell walls to the sam
surface; ifTs.T, the opposite occurs. Mica substrates a
prepared by cleavagein situ and then exposed to water vap
only. The cleavage is carried out by attaching an iron piec
the upper mica surface. Then a strong magnet brought c
from outside the cell tears away the iron piece together w
a layer of mica, leaving a fresh clean surface.

The pattern created the on mica surface is observed
103 magnification reflective microscope with numerical a
erture~NA! of 0.1. Illumination by a Hg lamp with a filter to
isolate thel5546 nm line gives a coherence length of abo
1 mm, enough to produce the necessary combined interf
metric image involving both mica surfaces. The radii of c
vature R are measured using interference rings on dr
thicker thanl/2n. Figure 5 shows that the measuredR is
independent ofr, but decreases slowly with time, the larg
drops evaporating faster. It can be compared to a sim
experiment at the samep/psat on nonwetting mica~after ex-
posure to humid air for a long period! in which small drops
were swallowed by big ones within 30 s. The film profi
shown in Fig. 6 was measured using the technique of th
beam interferometry, involving reflections at the vapor-fi
interface and both mica surfaces@16#. It shows quantitatively
the thickness of the two films predicted by the model;
two films are separated by a higher rim, which develops
to hydrodynamic flow, and has been seen previously in b
experiments@5,17# and simulations@14,15,18#. It can be seen
that for the case investigated the two films are 2565 and
110610 Å thick. It should be pointed out that these me

FIG. 4. Experimental setup.
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surements are relative to ‘‘clean mica’’ under the lowest v
por pressure attainable in the system, which would still
covered by a monolayer of water@19#. The mica thickness is
chosen so that the superposition of the reflected waves f
its two surfaces is in quadrature with the wave reflected fr
the water surface. This means that the total light intens
reflected varies linearly withh when h!l. This should be
compared to conventional interference between the top
bottom of the water film, for which the light intensity varie
quadratically with the thickness whenh!l, and is therefore
insensitive to very thin films. By carefully choosing th
thickness of the mica, which involves considerable trial a
error since a further cleavage was sometimes performed
mounting the sample, the method can be used to determ
film thickness down to 5 Å, limited by noise in the imagin
and the number of bits in the charge-coupled device cam

FIG. 5. ~a! The change in projection radius of drops during
min as a function of their radius, for three different experime
under the same conditions,p/psat50.92060.002. The linear rela-
tionship is clear.~b! Radius of curvature of the larger drops is in
dependent of their projection radius. The two lines refer to the sa
field of drops at different times. Typical error bar is shown on o
point.
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COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATIONS

The dynamic equation proposed to describe the vola
thin film rupture towards equilibrium is the following@5#:

]h

]t
5“•F h3

3h
“S dg

dh
2g¹2hD G2

a

r S dg

dh
2g¹2h2rmvapD ,

~3!

whereh is the viscosity,mvapor5kBT ln(p/ps) is the chemical
potential of water vapor,r is the density of molecules in
water, anda is an evaporation constant. This equation w
solved numerically for conditions similar to experimen
(p/ps50.95, causing evaporation of the thick uniform wa
film at rate of 7 nm/s! and based on the potentialg described
above. This was calculated by a standard Crank-Nichol
method of finite differences@18# with boundary conditions
hx5hxxx50 on both ends of the computational interval. T
system of nine linear equations was solved by use of Sto
algorithm. The cross section of an evaporating drop is sho
by Fig. 7, which is the result of a simulation for the type
surface interaction described above@18#. The important point
to emphasize is that the profile of the edge of the drop

FIG. 6. Profile of the interface between the thin and thick film
measured by three-beam interferometry. The higher rim is a hy
dynamic phenomenon which appears because of flow when
edge is moving.
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controlled by the interaction with the substrate, and the c
tinuous film changes fromh1 to h2 in a short distance~form-
ing a step which is in equilibrium with the vapor!. This joins
continuously to the spherical cap of the drop, which for t
most part is sufficiently remote to be unaffected by the pr
ence of the substrate.

SUMMARY

The experiments showed that the usual situation of la
drops in an array growing at the expense of small ones is
universally observed, and when the drops coexist with a
croscopically thin continuous surface layer, a different b
havior is observed.
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FIG. 7. A calculated drop profile. The existence of a step n
the edge of the drop should be noticed. The great difference
tween the height and width scales makes a spherical drop
parabolic.
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